
 

A P M NEW LINES  CO., LTD

HOW  TO  FIND  US ?

A P M NEW LINES COMPANY LIMITED.
132, 134 SOI EKKACHAI 42, EKKACHAI ROAD, BANGBON, 

BANGBON, BANGKOK 10150.

T: 02-898 0580, 02-898 0213, 081-308-8172    F: 02-898-1114

 www.apmnew.com  ,  apmnew@ksc.th.com     Not only the company produces corner 
bar, but also produces solid board  which can 
replace the use of wood and also requested 
size and type of board by order.

4. Paper lid for pallet with buttons

     The paper lid provides a stronger package and protects 
the product from collapse, particularly, in case of high loads. 
Moreover, the paper lid also enhances the good image of 
package and optimises space usage because it can be 
adjusted to paper flat by releasing the buttons.
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      A P M was established in 1996. Through all 
experience, the product  development continuality 
is the company’s  intention  together with quality 
resources and comply with company QC regulation. 
       Modern machinery will provide mass products 
within the short period of time, quality control and 
monitor in each process of production  by  trained 
personal  to ensure that worth and standardize 
strong’s corner bar will be served to customer. 
Especially, in 2010, the company was certified by  
ISO9001. Therefore, you can be assure that “If you 
chose APM, the quality corner bar and the other 
paper products will be delivered within 3 working 
days and fair cost from the direct manufacturer.

The use of corner bar
Each type of corner bar can improvise in every industry to protect the collide in the transportation    

process in order to prevent the damage of product and to preserve the good shape of product.      

Moreover, corner bar enhances the strong of package as well.

1. Increase the package protection on pallet

    
    The corner  bar will be used to  enhance  the  strong  of 
package from the damage in the transportation operation by 
insert corner bar in 4 angles and wrap up with plastic film for 
the security. The specialty of corner bar is user can request the 
size to match with package size, the thickness as the strong you 
wish and the surface color of the corner bar for example, KA 
color, CP color or white cover laminate used in stabilize tem-
perature frozen container.

2. Enhance the strong of package corner
    
     Beside using  corner bar to increase the strong of the 
outside box, it can be implied in the inside box for the lasting, 
strong and extent the product’s life time.

3. Prevent the damage from the product band
     
      For some industries, the product band, wire or rope is 
necessary  for transportation. This equipment may cause the 
damaged or malfunction product . User can use corner bar 
between product or package and those product bands, wires 
or ropes.

 Insert corner bar in 4 angles and wrap up with plastic film for the security

With corner bar in 

package box

Use corner bar to prevent the damaged or malfunction product

Without corner bar in 

package box
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